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Dill in the blanks with your details to complete your Curriculum Vitae

Curriculum Vitae

    (Insert Your Name)     
              Insert         
                 The             

                   Details               

Insert brief summary of you
that would impress the

hiring manager

Insert your education
status

Insert your work experience 
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Dill in the blanks with your details to complete your Curriculum Vitae

Curriculum Vitae

Insert certificates details
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Dill in the blanks with your details to complete your Curriculum Vitae

Curriculum Vitae

Insert relevant skills

Insert any relevant
activities 
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Dill in the blanks with your details to complete your Curriculum Vitae

Curriculum Vitae

Insert your interest

Insert references that
would give good impression 



Interview Questions2.3
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Tell me about yourself:1.

Highlight your passion for healthcare and
relevant skills.
Briefly mention your education and experience,
then focus on an anecdote showcasing your
strengths in a healthcare setting.
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Why are you interested in working here?:
Research the organization and its values.
Express how your goals align with their
mission and mention specific aspects that
attract you.

What are your biggest strengths/weaknesses?:
Choose strengths relevant to the position
(e.g., teamwork, communication, problem-
solving).
For weaknesses, acknowledge a weakness and
highlight steps you're taking to improve.

Why did you leave your last position?:
Be honest and professional.
Focus on positive reasons for leaving, like
seeking new challenges or career growth.

How do you stay up-to-date with healthcare
advancements?:

Mention professional organizations you're
part of, journals you read, or conferences you
attend.
Show your willingness to continuously learn.
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Describe your experience with specific medical
equipment or software: 

Tailor your answer to the technologies
mentioned in the job description.

How do you stay current on best practices and
new developments in healthcare?: 

Highlight your commitment to continuous
learning and professional development.

Explain a situation where you had to use critical
thinking skills to solve a problem: 

Showcase your ability to analyze situations,
make sound decisions, and adapt to changing
circumstances.

How do you handle medication administration
and ensure accuracy?: 

Emphasise your meticulousness, adherence
to protocols, and safety measures.
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Can you tell me about a difficult patient
situation and how you handled it?:

Briefly describe the situation and focus on
your actions and the positive outcome.
Highlight your problem-solving skills,
empathy, and ability to de-escalate
situations.

Describe a time you had to work effectively
as part of a team:

Give an example showcasing your
teamwork abilities and contribution to a
shared goal.
Emphasize your communication and
collaboration skills.

How would you handle a disagreement with a
colleague?:

Show your ability to communicate
respectfully and find solutions through
open dialogue.
Briefly mention prioritizing patient care
above personal differences.



Why Should They Choose YOU?

Be Sincere

Don’ Lie

Be
Professional 

Don’t get too
attached 

Be confident!

Keep Trying!
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Here are some additional tips in securing the spot that you deserve!

The key to securing a Job



L E T ' S  K E E P  I N  T O U C H

You may reach out to me on the below platforms:

https://linktr.ee/drsitisyahirahjahabardeen?utm_source=linktree_profile_share<sid=8054d54b-
e0bc-4879-b78c-a24718c60dc9

If you have further
questions, 

DR SITI SYAHIRAH JAHABARDEEN


